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Welcome to Joystick Jottings November 2021 
Hello all, 

 

RQAC opens another page and moves into its new home, the old Shell building at Archerfield Airport 
which also has a new leaf of life. 

 

I am currently in Bendigo Victoria helping with five grandchildren as our son-in-law recovers from an 
operation.  Trying to find flights has been difficult as there are few, none link Brisbane to Bendigo 
anymore and surprisingly the east coast flights are irregular and hard to find, especially direct flights.  I 
had to get a flight via Newcastle with a three hour layover.  I also had to apply for a Victorian border 
pass however no-one checked me at all.  Going home I will need to home quarantine for two weeks if I 
go home after November 19.  You would think you were in a different country as each state has its 
own restrictions and rules!  Then two weeks quarantine when we go home. 

 

Again, we have some excellent and interesting stories in this newsletter including a great profile from 
Member Chris Spencer-Scarr, Archerfield’s long serving air traffic controller George Lane, Mark 
Crompton on his flight to Lord Howe Island, innovative and funny low cost carrier South Africa’s Kulula 
airline and C130 Aerial Delivery Firefighting and more by my wonderful husband Bill Mattes. 

 

Thank you all so much to our contributors, it’s so good of you to send in contributions, feedback and 
ideas.  Have a wonderful and merry Christmas and festivities.  See you in the new year without my 

mask I hope!!        

 

Enjoy the flight and safe landings all. 

Heather Mattes  
 

 

 

 

 

RQAC Presidents Update 
The November 2021 issue of Joystick Jottings will be the last for 
this year with the February 2022 edition featuring a President’s 
Update by the new RQAC President who will be elected from the 
members of the Board when they meet in November 2021 following 
the recent AGM. 

 

At the AGM we were able to report a surplus for the year, which 
was pleasing given the tough year clubs have had in general.  At 

the AGM Board member Hugo Struss was re-elected and we welcome Jenny Williams as a new Board 
Member.  Both are on the younger end of the age spectrum and are current well qualified pilots. 

 

The “new” club premise in Building 16 adjacent to the LifeFlight Maintenance Hangar on Grenier Drive 
is progressing with its internal fit out after some supplier delays. A combined Opening/XMAS Function 
is planned for early December. A special thanks to Life Member John Shuttlewood who donated the 
carpet for the building. 

 

Recent club events have featured fly in breakfasts to destination within about 30 minutes flying time of 
Archerfield such as Kooralbyn and Dunwich airports and have been well attended. 

 

As you will be aware our current Patron, His Excellency The Honourable Paul de Jersey AC CVO 
retired on 1 November 2021 and the new Governor Dr Jeanette Young PSM has been sworn in.  As is 
the custom, patronage does not automatically transfer to the new Governor and RQAC like countless 



 

other organisations was required to issue an invitation to the incoming Governor for their consideration 
to be appointed as Patron.  We expect a decision early in the term. 

 

With the festive season approaching the Board wishes you and your families the compliments of the 
season and we hope COVID does not cast a pall on the times.  

 

JJ Editor Heather Mattes is always looking for copy for the next edition so please contact Heather with 
a story of your aviation travels that will be of interest to our membership as it makes the great job she 
does that much easier. 

 

All the best for 2022. 

 

Glenn Cuffe 

President 

 

New members – please welcome….. 
 

Miss Jennifer Williams 

 

CHRISTMAS FUNCTION 
6pm/1800 Friday December 3, 2021  BBQ dinner and drink tickets to be sold on the 

night please bring cash for Clubhouse Opening/Christmas get together at Building 16 
(former Shell fuel station) Archerfield.  Spitfire startup and run by Brad Bishop. 

 

 

RQAC – 2021 Annual General Meeting 
 

The one hundred and second Annual General Meeting of the Royal Queensland Aero Club was held on 
Sunday the 31st of October 2021 in the Club’s new premises in the heritage listed building 16 often 
referred to as the old Shell building. 

 

A reasonable number of members attended the AGM, although the numbers were slightly down on last 
year probably due to the meeting falling on a long weekend.  The meeting was duly opened by the 
President Mr Glenn Cuffe who presided over his last annual general meeting as President.  Glenn who 
has held the role of President for the last three years elected not to renominate for a position on the 
board due to personal reasons.  There were two nominations received and those members Mr Hugo 
Struss and Ms Jenny Williams were duly appointed to the board.   

 

The writer would like to acknowledge the decades of service that Glenn Cuffe has given to Royal 
Queensland Aero Club and for his leadership over the past three years during which have been some 
trying conditions as we would all be aware.  As a life member, Glenn will continue his connection with 
the Club and we look forward to his continue involvement as a member.   

 

As per the Club’s constitution, the next President will be elected by the RQAC Board at the next board 
meeting in November.   

 

The members that attended the AGM were impressed with the work done so far inside building 16 
including the new bar made from the stabiliser off a Partenavia P68 thanks to John McDonald and Hugo 
Struss.  The remaining work that needs to be done within the building to complete the transition is 
expected to be completed prior to the end of November.  The customary drinks and social conversation 
continued after the conclusion of the AGM.   

 



 

ARCHERFIELD FOD WALK - AIRPORT SAFETY WEEK 
 

 
  



 

Members Profile – Chris Spencer-Scarr 
Over the years I have been extremely fortunate to have attended presentations and met pilots with some 

serious qualifications and enviable experiences.  I have listened in awe to Brian Shul telling tales of his 

exploits in his SR71, and with complete absorption at Captain Laurie Kay’s explanation as to how they got a 

South African Airways 747 to 300’ overhead Ellis Park Rugby Stadium for the globally televised Rugby World 

Cup final, only 3 seconds early!  I have met Rob Holland and danced with Svetlana Kapanina, and read 

everything there is to know about Bob Hoover and Chuck Yeager. 

 

I was asked for a bit of background on my aviation career for this newsletter. None of what follows is remotely 

comparable to any of these aviation greats, nor, to be honest, to the exploits of many current and past pilots.  

It is with the foregoing in mind that I humbly submit a small insight into the love affair that I have had with 

aviation for almost 40 years. 

 

According to americanaddictioncentres.org, “Heroin is a highly addictive illegal drug that activates opioid 

receptors in the brain, serving to block feelings of pain, increase relaxation, and produce a kind of ‘out-of-

body’ sensation. It also induces euphoria by creating a backlog of dopamine in the brain.”   

 

The same is true of aviation - except that in most cases, it is not illegal.  And it probably costs more than 

Heroin.  

 

My first flight in a light aircraft was with my Dad in 1984 in a Cherokee 160 from a little town north west of 

Johannesburg, South Africa; and I have spent the rest of my life chasing my next ‘fix’.  I washed aircraft and 

made first aid kits to pay for my flying lessons whilst at school, and went solo in a Piper Tri-Pacer on my 17th 

birthday.  This was the only school day that I was ever allowed off without a letter from the doctor certifying 

me legally dead. 

 

Rustenburg Airfield, where it all began 

 
 

I was very fortunate in that our little airfield in our rural town had 3 very special qualities – it was unmanned 

(and nowhere near controlled airspace), our instructor (aptly nicknamed ‘Murdock’ after the A-Team pilot) 

was an aviation nut, and we had the best pub in town.  This great combination produced a large group of 

exceptionally passionate, mostly capable aviators who spent all day in the air, and then all night in the pub, 

recounting colourful tales of adventure in their little aeroplanes. 

 

https://americanaddictioncenters.org/designer-drugs-addiction/benzofuran/


 

This is how we learned. This was hangar talk at its best, and it was where I lived.  I sometimes went home to 

sleep.   

 

Our instructor believed in the development of skill through competition, and would have a club competition 

at very least once a month.  This was usually a combination of spot landing, flour bombing, timed circuits and 

navigation exercises.  I say ‘at least’ once a month because post competition discussion in the pub would 

inevitably lead to the gauntlet being thrown down and a rematch the next morning.  I would never admit to 

racing a Tri-Pacer against a 172 and a Jodel D11 around a chimney with my Dad because…it was pre internet 

and no-one has proof! Nor does anyone know anything of a Saratoga racing an RV7. Nor a C210 vs a Bonanza. 

 

Quite sensibly, South African licensing required a conversion to type onto every different aircraft type. Over 

the years and with the support of many trusting friends, I gradually added ratings and endorsements.  I have 

flown most of the ‘Wichita Iron’ (Cessna and Beechcraft), a fair number of Pipers (both rag and tin), Rockwell 

Commanders, Partenavias, Slings, Jabirus, Pioneers, a Trinidad, and Ibis, some Cirrus and most of the Van’s 

Aircraft range. I have a South African aerobatic rating, a Test-Pilot rating and In 2006 my Dad and I did our 

PPL (H) together. We flew Robinson 22s and 44s as well as the prettiest and most deadly Rotorway Exec 

162F. I may also have around 200 hours in a weight shift microlight but don’t often admit that in public! 

 

I have two very special aviation blessings in my life.  The first is my mentor and Dad, Robin.  We probably 

have around 1,000 hrs in the cockpit together, and a few hundred more in formation on our way to or from 

an escapade.  We have travelled sub-saharan Africa together to work, to fish, or just to fly. We have had flights 

where we have both been pinned up against the glareshield looking for a glimpse of a runway, and flights 

that have been so calm we both wanted to sit in the back.  And then, there was that one time when he told 

me to ‘get out’ after I told him that I didn’t like his flying… we were at 7,500ft! He meant it!  

 

Start of Presidents Trophy Air Race. Four Barons ready to pounce on a Lancair Legacy 

 
We raced the Race of Champions Air Race and President’s Trophy Air Race a few times together, and a few 

times against each other.  In 2003, we were awarded our National Colours and represented South Africa in 

the World Rally Flying Championships.  

 



 

My second aviation blessing is my 

daughter Nicole. Nicole’s first flight was 

at 10 days old and she has grown up 

around aeroplanes. She flew on Daddy’s 

lap, and later as a passenger more 

often than she will remember. She 

always showed an interest in aviation 

but never stupidly so.  In fact, it was not 

until her TIF on her 16th birthday that 

the defective aviation gene was 

activated! She now has her RPL and is 

on her way to CPL with an even stronger 

passion than her father, her grandfather 

or her great-grandfather (who flew 

Mitchell bombers in the war). One of my most cherished aviation moments was on Christmas Eve last year 

when my Dad, my daughter and I flew a loose 3 ship formation over Brisbane.  It is an honour to share the 

airspace with these people and I hope to be able to do it for a very long time. 

 

1000 feet over Botswana enroute to Zambia to catch Tiger fish 

 
 

For this article, I was asked to tell you about me, my family, and my career.  I have never flown professionally 

– aviation has been my love, not my career.  As I reflect back I remember of all the joy, happiness, excitement, 

adventure and experiences that I have had, I have feelings that cannot be explained nor appreciated by earth-

bound mortals. 

 

I am probably not the guy to ask for investment advice (I believe that you can sleep in an aeroplane – you 

can’t fly a house!).  I know very little about ball sports and don’t really care much for politics – but if you want 

to talk aeroplanes – I’ll give it a go!   

 

Come to our next drinks night – we want to hear your tales.  Come to our next breakfast fly away – you’ll see 

that flying is fun again. You will do it more often and become a safer pilot. Come to our next competition.  You 

will develop skills you never knew you needed. 

 

Keep the airspeed up and the sharp side pointing forward. 

 

Chris 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Qantas Airbus A380 returns to service  
 

The first Qantas A380 returns to Australia from storage and finally touches down in 
Sydney after nearly 19 hours in the air, ahead of its planned return to service in 2022. 

 

 
 

FLIGHT STANDARDS – OFFER TO RQAC MEMBERS 
RQAC has accepted Flight Standards (Archerfield Airport} proposal in relation to assisting the Club 
with flight operations as well as benefits to Club members.  

 Flight Standards will offer RQAC members: 

• Discounted Flight Reviews;  

• Facilities for brekkie/BBQ – once per month – 
and every second month they will put up the cost of 
the food.  Our team will cook, but happy to have help 
/ involvement from others, too!;  

• Dawn Patrols  – we will provide the staff to 
do the admin / cooking so that all the members can 
participate in the flying competition if the so wish;  

• Help facilitate other flying competitions such as navigation exercises, flour bombing, spot 
landings using our staff and aircraft if required; 

• Flight Standards will promote the Club amongst their clientele outlining some of the 
advantages in membership; 

• A discounted rate for the hire of their aircraft to be used in Club sponsored events. The 
principals of Flight Standards and their Archerfield based instructors have all applied for 
membership of the Club which was duly considered and granted following due process by the 
board. 



 

Adventure Across the Ocean - Lord Howe Island  
By Mark Crompton 

 

On a cold and clear early morning on Saturday the 12th of June 2021 and after completing a very 
thorough pre-flight on our trusty C172, Whiskey Papa Lima (WPL), I climbed into the left side seat to 
set off on an adventure that had been months in the planning - destination, Lord Howe Island. It is fair 
to say that at that moment when I called out ‘clear prop’ that my excitement was high and a small 
amount of anxiety kicked in, but what I learnt later was that I had no idea about how this experience 
would exceed all my expectations. 
 

Let's start at the beginning………In approximately August of 2020, my co-PIC and travel buddy on 
most x-country flying adventures (Greg), shared a fascinating story of how in 1964, Dick Smith 
attempted the first known or documented climb of Ball's Pyramid. ‘Where the hell is that’, was my first 
thought. He shared a link to a story with me of this mystical place and instantly I was hooked on the 
idea of venturing to see this volcanic spire in the middle of the Pacific Ocean…….one day. 

 

 
 

Ball's Pyramid is a remnant of a volcano lying 23 kms southeast of Lord Howe Island. It is 562 metres 
high, 1100 metres  in length and 300 metres across, making it the tallest volcanic stack in the world.  

Ball's Pyramid is part of the Lord Howe Island Marine Park and is over 643 kms northeast of Sydney. 

 



 

 

In 1964, a Sydney team, which 
included adventurer Dick Smith 
and other members of the 
Scouting movement, attempted 
to climb to the summit of the 
pyramid; however, they were 
forced to turn back on the fifth 
day as they ran short of food 
and water. Subsequently 
members of the Sydney Rock 
Climbing Club successfully 
climbed to the summit in 1965. 
Several other smaller teams 
followed and in 1979, Smith 

returned again with members of the Sydney Rock Climbing Club and successfully reached the 
summit, where they unfurled a flag of New South Wales.  Climbing was banned in 1982 and in 1986 
all access to the island was banned. In 1990, the policy was relaxed to allow some climbing under 
strict conditions. 

 



 

I then started to read about the nearby and main access point to Balls Pyramid, Lord Howe Island. All 
of a sudden the ‘one day’ thought turned into, ‘let's do it now!’ All the pictures I viewed online displayed 
this island as a truly wonderful, strange, enchanting and breathtakingly beautiful piece of this blue 
planet. 

 

A little bit of info about the island -  Lord Howe Island is an irregularly crescent-shaped volcanic 
remnant in the Tasman Sea. It lies 600 kms directly east of Port Macquarie. It is about 10 kms long 
and between 0.3 and 2.0 km wide with an area of 14.55 km2 , though just 3.98 km2 of that comprise the 
low-lying developed part of the island. The Lord Howe Island Group comprises 28 islands, islets, and 
rocks. To the north lies a cluster of seven small uninhabited islands called the Admiralty Group. 

 

 

The Lord Howe Island Group is listed as a 
World Heritage Site of global natural 
significance. Most of the island is virtually 
untouched forest, with many of the plants 
and animals found nowhere else in the 
world. Other natural attractions include the 
diversity of the landscapes, the variety of 
upper mantle and oceanic basalts, the 
world's southernmost barrier coral reef and 
nesting seabirds. 

 

 
So now the seed was sown and now we just had to make a plan, pick a date, apply for leave from the 
‘boss’ and make it happen. 

  

The Plan……. 
With our adventure appetite now craving to get there, the plan began to come together. Initially we had 
a departure date of late April, however the normal logistics, life and a bit of weather uncertainty got in 
the way, so we postponed it to June. 



 

Our flight plan overview was simple. Depart Archerfield, fly to Coffs Harbour and refuel to the caps, 
then fly East over the open ocean until we hit Lord Howe Island (LHI). The details however were a little 
more complicated than that of course. Flying a single engine aircraft over water has its clear 
requirements in the regs, and we followed them meticulously in our planning. Landing approvals for 
Lord Howe, fees, fuel, power settings, life raft, life vests, weather, radio, oximeter, flight following, 
rehearsing ditching, organising the cabin for safety and easy exit, music playlist, snacks, go-pros on 
every angle... the lot. We had a detailed check list and risk plan. This was not just to comply with the 
regs and ensure we had all angles covered, but so that we had peace of mind and therefore the brain 
cycles to spare during the flight so that we could take in the wonderful views and enjoy the whole 
experience. Off we go! 

 

The Flight To Lord Howe 
Clear Prop! We are finally on our way on the 
morning of the 12th of June. Everything was lining 
up and WPL was performing flawlessly. The flight to 
Coffs was uneventful and very smooth. Top the 
tanks right up, a small radio mistake in calling 
Brisbane Centre first for clearance instead of Coffs 
Tower, and then off direct to LHI over the ocean. 
 

Being my first over water flight of significant 
distance, I was admittedly a little anxious when 
looking out the rear window of WPL and watching 
the mainland disappear, but that soon dissipated as I 
became very focused on power settings, economy, 

weather updates for LHI and that gloriously beautiful view out the windows - why? - because the 
alternate for LHI is to turn around and head back to the mainland. We had the benefit of a strong tail 
wind over the left shoulder, combined with a power setting of 55-60% at 9500’ meant that we burned 
only 84 litres and averaged a good 147+ knots ground speed on the trip over. Winning! 

 

Which brings me to one of the key planning points for a flight to LHI. The strength and direction of 
winds at the strip is key to planning and making a good safe landing in a light aircraft. As little as 12 
knots from a wide included planning angle can cause trouble due to the topographical nature of the 
terrain. This is all well covered in the ERSA and other publications so I won’t go into details here. Add 
to that an airstrip that can have wind directions at both ends of the strip that are almost 180 degrees 
opposite, and then you have a recipe for one very focused PIC on final. On a good day, with the right 
winds, it is a piece of cake being a RPT strip that is long, flat and so very picturesque on approach. 
That view coming into land is one that will live long in my memory. It will take a lot to top that one. 

 

Whilst the PCA does show a fading VHF signal at the edges of reception and a gap in the middle of 
our flight path, the radio coverage was consistent and strong all the way, 5/5. We did request flight 
following with 15 minute ‘ops normal’ checkins which were a bit of overkill now looking back on it, but it 
was a nice sense of security at the time. We did have new experience with Brisbane Centre when they 
asked us to switch to a frequency with 3 decimal places, which found me staring at the radio panel for 
a few seconds and wondering how we could dial it in with our 2 decimal place radio unit. No problem 
though as the 3rd decimal of the frequency sits in between the frequencies available in our standard 
VHF unit and is received/transmitted OK as expected (eg 124.955 requested is 124.95 on the radio). 



 

 
 

We are getting closer to our destination and the excitement is building….this is where the first most 
significant memory of Lord Howe comes to mind, and if I close my eyes now I can relive it in full 
colour. As we approached Lord Howe Island, we were looking for something small, but there was a 
moment when I adjusted my vision back out and through the haze, there it appeared. Very large and 
very imposing. It was like that first scene in the Jurassic Park movie as they flew to the Island. Green, 
lush, imposing, prehistoric looking and very mountainous. LHI has two peaks at one end at one end 
with Mount Gower being the tallest at around 800 metres, and 200-300 metre high oceanfront cliffs 
running the border of the other end. It was a truly awe inspiring sight and left me speechless for a 
moment. We flew around the cliffs and islands at the northern end of the island, carrying on like a pair 
of over excited 16 year olds, then down the eastern side of the island to make our base and final 
approach for runway 28.  

 
 

I had my plan running in my head that if a go around was needed due to the wind, then I would make 
my next approach low and faster with less flap to cut through the turbulence and nail the landing. It 
was not needed though. Yes, the winds did cause some flicking of the yoke and rudder together on 
final, but it really was a pretty uneventful and smooth landing. The biggest issue was that I was so 



 

excited about what we were seeing in front of us and taking in the view that I did not manage the 
energy well (too much) and had to put in a slip to get the approach back on the money. The airfield 
lies in the middle of the island at its most narrow point and there are a few wind socks around to give 
you good info when approaching either 28 or 10. 

  

 
 

Taking in Lord Howe Island 
This part of the trip really was the icing on the cake and was unexpected. We had 2 days on the 
ground, before heading home on Monday. I can only describe it as two days of wonder, discovery, 
unexpected surprises, beautiful scenery, exotic wild life, mysterious walking tracks, beautiful beaches, 
pristine clear water and the most comfortable warm days and cool nights.  

 

The only things we had pre-booked was the accommodation and a half day boat tour of LHI and Balls 
Pyramid, including snorkeling. Lord Howe Island has about 360 or so permanent residents and allows 
400 ‘tourists’ at any one time. Our first encounter with a local was in the air, the operator of one of the 
main restaurant and accommodation centres is a guy called ‘Friendly’. Never did get his real name. 
Friendly was flying his Cessna 410 out of Newcastle on his regular ferry run every week and kindly 
offered some advice and accommodation through our in-flight chat on CTAF. That kind of set the tone 
of our encounter with the locals. Everyone there has a distinct (and sometimes very unusual) 
personality and typically a nickname to go with it. 

 

Our second encounter with a local was the 
customs officer and his cute, contraband 
sniffing Beagle. A quick chat and pat of the 
Beagle and we headed across the lush green 
airfield, in the towering shadow of Mount 
Gower, over to the terminal building to meet 
with our hostess who owned the 
accommodation we had booked. She was 
very helpful and informative as we drove 
along the foreshore of the western and most 
inhabited part of the island, pointing out 
where to eat, rent bicycles (that is the main 
transport on the island, or on foot), the bowls 
club, the golf course, the general store, etc… 
About 1/3rd of it was closed for business as 
the locals tend to take their annual 2 month 

holiday in the winter. This did not make much, if any, difference to our trip and experience. 



 

 

 
 

The next few days saw us walking tracks around the island, being almost speechless sometimes as 
you make a turn on a track and a visually stunning new vista greets you, enjoying the beaches, sitting 
in the local watering hole talking with locals and visitors alike, taking beers from the fridge at our 
accommodation and ensuring you put a mark against your name in the ‘honour system’ book, some 
bird watching (a lot of ground nesting sea birds on the island), learning the history of the island, 
photography and listening to some very tall tales. All very entertaining and refreshing for the soul. This 
place really got its hooks into me. 

 

 
 

The highlight of our stay was the half day boat trip around the island and trip out to Balls Pyramid. The 
seas were a little rough however the knowledge and humour by our boat driver made the seas fade in 
our consciousness. The place has some truly unique flora and fauna. The whole area is the eroded 
remains of a string of volcanoes that erupted for about 500,000 years and is relatively young in 
geological terms, 7 million years old as opposed to the typical 10’s or 100’s on the mainland. Both 



 

Lord Howe and Balls Pyramid are predicted to be totally gone within 90,000 years… so we got there 
just in time to see it all. 

 

 

 
 

I can only say that you have to be up close and personal with Balls Pyramid to really appreciate it. As 
we motored around the Pyramid my thoughts turned to the story of Dick Smith and a bunch of brave 
scouts that set sail across the ocean, anchored along side and then spent several days trying to climb 
it. Just to land on the island is a challenge. The volcanic rock is jagged and sharp, with the ocean 
swells rising and falling several metres and no beach or clear landing area. Only small cliffs on the 
shore line that you have time the swell to (I can only imagine) then launch yourself off of the front of a 



 

small boat to hopefully land successfully. The cliffs are shear and almost straight up and the only 
points to climb are knife edge ridges that snake their way to the top. No thank you. 

 
 

On the way home we took in more of LHI from the water, hearing tales of lost treasure, ship wrecks, 
whaling and trade. The Kentia Palm (now one of the most common indoor plants around the world) is 
native to the island and started off a large industry of harvesting the seeds back in the 1880’s. We 
stopped at the north end of the island for a break from the weather and found a quiet spot to do some 
snorkeling. The underwater environment was very much like any part of the southern Great Barrier 
Reef. The water was clear and very comfortable to swim in, all this in the middle of winter! 

 
 

The boat had a professional photographer on board who was both the deck hand and eye behind the 
camera. Of course there was the usual upsell at the end to buy the photo package and it was some of 
the best money spent on the trip. The stills and video he caught are as good as you would hope, but 
more importantly captured the trip in all its beauty. Many of these photos make up our album in 



 

memory of the trip and I have included some with this story. I also do not miss a chance to play the 
video on the home theatre to any visitor to our home who has even the slightest interest and they are 
all impressed by the vision captured of this ruggedly beautiful piece of paradise. 
Our last night was spent processing in our minds the immense experience we had the past few days 
and all washed down with some quiet drinks sharing tales with some of the locals at a neat little bar in 
the main centre with a sign on the door that reads - “Open at 3 (ish)”. That’s how things roll on LHI. 

 

 

 
The Flight Home 
The flight home was easy in that we did not have the ‘heading into the unknown’ feeling that came 
with the trip out to LHI. It was a sad feeling to leave and we made a personal promise to come back 
and do the things we had not been able to do on this trip - like the 8 hours trek up Mt Gower. I cannot 
wait to take friends and family there and show them the beauty and enchantment that LHI holds.  
 

The only things that made that flight on the way home a challenge was both wind conditions and 
airspace. The healthy tailwind we had on the trip to LHI had not waned as much as the forecast 



 

predicted, so we had a 25-30 knot head wind for most of the trip back to the mainland and it did not 
vary much between the levels we tried between 4500 and 8500’. There was also some military 
airspace that became active as we approached the mainland which sent us much further south than 
we would have liked, so between the two it had us checking and double checking our fuel plan. 150 
litres on the way back to Coffs, compared to the 84 litres we burnt in the other direction a few days 
beforehand. 

 

 

 

However, what did make the flight incredibly spectacular was on departure we flew the 23 kms out to 
Balls Pyramid, a few circuits around the rock and then a short scenic circuit of LHI, flying close to 
Mount Gower. In both cases, WOW, what a view. The flight around Balls Pyramid really completed the 
story in my mind - reading the original story of Dick Smith’s expedition, researching it, exploring it up 
close via boat and now seeing it from a perspective that very few will ever get to experience, from the 
air. 

 

 
 

Our arrival back at Archerfield saw us pull up to the hangar about 15 minutes before last light on 
Monday. The forecast, head winds and airspace all contributed to us getting in a little later than 
planned, but there was a good lesson in flight planning in that experience and it was well taken on 
board. Unpacking WPL, I still had a silly smile across my face even though inside I was wishing I was 
still on LHI. 

 



 

 

So if you are thinking of ever doing a trip to 
Lord Howe Island, then I only have two 
words for you. DO IT!   Life is for living 
folks. Wishing you green gauges and safe, 
fun filled flying. 
  



 

Memories of a Retired Archerfield ATC – GEORGE LANE 
 

Aviation has been good to me. It has a habit of instilling life long memories. I remember driving with 

Dad along Beatty Road when I was about ten and looking at the aircraft parked at Archerfield. I still 

have in my mind the image of a gleaming Cessna 185 parked near where Gil Layt operated from. 

Seeing Don Busch turn up in his polished aluminium P-51 Mustang with his family crest on the side 

was another memory during an Archerfield visit. From a very early age, I always wanted to be a pilot, 

and in the late 60s, my first flying lesson for my 15th birthday present was an hours instruction in an 

RQAC Victa Airtourer. My instructor was Pat Feeny, who also flew for Ansett. Once old enough, I then 

continued lessons to get my licence with a variety of instructors including John Genge, Ian Fisher and 

the famous Wes Hawker.  Jim Cronin was the CFI.  

 

In those days, Archerfield operated 

much differently to its present day 

configuration. Air Traffic Control was 

operated from the tower on top of the 

terminal building. All inbound aircraft 

overflew the field and were instructed 

to join the circuit. The runways were just 

very wide grass fields and aircraft would 

land beside each other. There was also a 

very short 13/31 runway which has since 

been removed but is still visible in aerial 

photos. The communication in the 

cockpit in those days was quite 

challenging. There were no head sets 

and all pilot transmissions were made 

with a carbon hand microphone. This 

had a habit of falling onto the floor just 

when you needed to urgently respond 

to the tower. Also, the Victa was not 

noted for its quiet cabin. There was a lot 

of wind noise and often the only way to 

hear the tower give a runway change 

instruction was to reduce speed so that 

the controller could be heard through 

the small overhead speaker. Of course, the many thousands of hours flown by some of the 

instructors in those noisy cockpits with no hearing protection resulted in hearing loss in their later 

years. The problem only became evident later. 

I have memories of going on fly aways with the members of the RQAC. Keith Carmody, John 

Shuttlewood and Ozzie Diamond were inspirational and all offered me rides and good advice in their 

own aircraft.  



 

I was fortunate to join the ranks of Air Traffic Control after receiving my Commercial pilots licence.  I 

worked in Brisbane radar and tower duties before a two year posting at Rockhampton. By the time I 

got to Archerfield, the procedures had changed and GAAP had been introduced with parallel runways 

and contra rotating circuits. ATC was conducted from a new tower on the southern side of the 

airfield. There was a joke that it was constructed on one of the lower sections of the airfield. 

However, the view of the airfield was quite good. The hardest runway to work was 22 as the holding 

point is over 1.5 kilometres from the tower. Small aircraft can be difficult to see. Of course, after a 

while, you got used to it. 

 

Two tours of duty at Archerfield and eventually 25 years as the tower supervisor gave me an 

opportunity to indulge my passion as a pilot in my own aircraft based on the airfield as well as being 

involved with controlling traffic and devising procedures. I was often impressed with the knowledge 

and ability of many of the pilots and instructors based on the airfield.  Of course, there were some 

cowboys too.  Many of them eventually came unstuck.  I remember one day, stopping an aircraft 

from taxiing because he was dragging his tie down ropes behind the aircraft.  Attached to the tail tie 

down rope was a block of concrete which was also being dragged.  It would have been an interesting 

take off. If the pilot had taken the time to conduct a thorough walk around prior to starting the 

aircraft it would have avoided a lot of embarrassment.  

Controllers have to closely monitor the weather.  For instance, an afternoon sea breeze can be 

predicted from notification from our colleagues in Brisbane Tower. It takes about 30 minutes for a 

seabreeze to arrive at Archerfield after registering at Brisbane airport. This advance warning can 

assist controllers to smoothly change runways in advance, so it is not such a scramble as when a wind 

change  occurs on short notice. We also assisted Brisbane tower by advising when a southerly change 

happens so they can set up their flow control for Runway 19 before the southerly wind hits their 



 

airport.  Weather monitoring is an important part of 

the controller's toolbox as any deterioration in 

conditions can make it very challenging for arriving 

student pilots. Student pilots should know that 

controllers are there to assist them if they have any 

issues with weather or operating the aircraft. If the 

pilot is confused as to their location, we can quickly 

use our radar feed called TSAD to identify and assist 

the pilot to get their bearings. Pilots encountering 

undercarriage extension issues can get assistance 

from the tower to ascertain the position of their 

undercarriage legs . Local engineers or instructors can 

also be called on to give additional help on frequency 

if required. Often emergency services are called in 

advance in the unusual event of a gear up landing, 

ambulance, fire tenders and police are already on 

hand.    

I spent a lot of time debunking the concept that Air Traffic Controllers are the police of the air. I was 

able to do this through presentations when invited by flying facilites. Also tower visits by students 

and their instructors were always encouraged by tower staff until covid came along.  Learning to fly is 

probably one of the more challenging experiences that someone will embark on. However, it can be 

done safely and cost effectively by knowing your aircraft systems and operational procedures. I have 

seen over a million landings and take offs in my career. Most of those are conducted without any 

issues. Aviation, when professionally conducted in a well maintained aircraft is very safe. A 

professional approach towards flying by both students and rated pilots can endorse the saying that 

"the most dangerous part of flying is the drive to the airport."  

George Lane 

ATSB highlights NOTAMS in Merlin Accident Report  
 

 
 



 

 

 
  



 

C130 Aerial Delivery, Firefighting and more  
A visit to the US 
In May 1981, a contingent of 42 army and RAAF personnel departed for the USA in a C130H 
Hercules. which turned out to be one of the most memorable four weeks of my time at No 36 
Squadron.  

 

The Australian Government had made an agreement with the Victorian Government to trial a modular 
airborne firefighting modular system (MAFFS) operated by the Californian Air National Guard (CANG) 
during their annual fire season. As the RAAF’s tactical airlift squadron, 36 Sqn was tasked to trial the 
system during the Victorian summer of 1982. Training on the MAFFS was to be conducted at the US 
Forestry Service Interagency Fire Centre in Boise during the US pre-fire season training. 

 

Additional to the MAFFS training the Squadron was invited to attend the USAF’s Military Airlift 
Command (MAC) air mobility exercise, Volant Rodeo, from 7 to 13 June at Pope Airforce Base, North 
Carolina. As a lead up to the competition we were invited to visit our “sister” USAF 36 Squadron for 
work up exercises at McCord Airforce Base, Tacoma, Washington State. 

 

Departing on the 19 May 1981 we tracked via Kwajalein in the Marshall Islands to Wickham Airforce 
Base in Honolulu and onto McCord Airforce Base. Kwajalein is a coral atoll and is used by the US for 
Intercontinental ballistic missile testing. Apparently, the locals bring out the deck chairs during testing 
to observe the splash down of the missiles in the bay. 

 

 

Kwajalein atoll 

 
The departure from Hickham, Honolulu was delayed due to a leaking wing tank fuel valve resulting in 
a late night departure and early morning arrival at McCord where we were met by the CO and other 
aircrew from the USAF 36 Squadron. Following the re-occurrence of the fuel leak the CO arranged 
hangaring of the aircraft for repairs.  

 

Our “Sister Squadron” 
The hospitality afforded our crews was amazing although somewhat deleterious to one’s health. Social 
events and Seattle local visits were interspersed with joint tactical sorties including flights over Mt St 
Helens which had erupted one year prior killing 57 people with the lateral shock wave routing all 
vegetation up to 19 miles. 



 

 

Mt St Helens volcano eruption 
 

On the 26 May the two flight crews departed McCord for Van Nuys leaving the remaining Volant 
Rodeo crew at McCord. Van Nuys is the home of the Californian Air National Guard (CANG) C130 
Squadron responsible for operating the MAFFS during the Californian fire season. 

 

 

MAFFS Unit being loaded on to a C130 
 

MAFFS training Boise 
At Van Nuys a MAFFS unit was loaded onto our C130H for positioning at Boise, Idaho for crew 
training at the US Forestry Service Interagency Fire Centre. Training consisted of comprehensive 
ground training on fire management and the MAFFS system and flying operations. 

The MAFFS 11,000 lb (5,000) unit consisted of five pressurised retardant tanks connected to 
pressurised tubes (also filled with retardant) on either side of the tanks and connected to longitudinal 
tubes with folding nozzles that extend out the rear cargo door for fire retardant release. The total load 
of retardant was 11,000 litres making the total system weight about 40,000 lbs. The system can be 
programmed for one to three releases. A pressure tank feeds compressed air at 1200psi into the tanks 
and tube. A control console at the rear of the tanks allows the loadmaster to operate the system. The 
concentration of the drop can be adjusted by the loadmaster changing the systems pressure 
depending on the forest canopy density. At full pressure one drop can dispense a 400 metre long 18-
metre-wide fire break in five seconds. 

 

The flying training was conducted over two days with CANG instructors over Idaho’s National parks. 
Water was used in training instead of fire retardant. The operations were conducted in conjunction 
with other Air National Guard aircraft from across the US. Aircraft were stacked up to 10,000 feet at 



 

2,000 feet separation. This allowed for good concentration of effort on to a fire front allowing for a 
continual attack on the fire. Aircraft stepped down in sequence until a lead aircraft (normally a light 
twin aircraft) directed the C130 onto the fire. Retardant is directed in front of the fire with the intent of 
reducing a fire’s intensity to enable ground troops to access the fire front. 

 

The flying was particularly intense aiming to deliver the simulated retardant on sides of valleys and 
ravines. Flaps over-speeds were a constant threat as the retardant release would increase airspeed 
by over five knots. Our CANG flying instructor’s major instruction was to “just strap the aircraft onto 
your back and point it where it needs to go”.  

 

Turn arounds and reloads at Boise were generally completed in eight minutes. To reduce turn-around 
times when retardant and compressed air loading was completed combat starts were instituted where 
the two inboard engines were started with the outboards started during taxying.  

 

 

Volant Rode tarmac, Pope Airforce Base 

 

Volant Rodeo Pope Airforce Base, North Carolina 
On surviving and completion of the training the MAFFS unit was returned to Van Nuys before returning 
to McCord to continue our sister squadron liaison prior to departing for Pope Airforce Base Fayetteville 
North Carolina which collocated with Fort Bragg home of the 82nd Airborne Division. 

 

The Military Airlift Command (MAC) first conducted Volant Rodeo an air mobility competition in 1979 
with all major USAFMAC squadrons, Air Force Reserve Command and the Air National Guard to 
participate. In 1980, four international teams from Australia, Canada, the Federal Republic of 
Germany, and the United Kingdom were invited to compete. Over 40 aircraft including C7 Caribou, 
C141 Starlifter and C130 Hercules. The Germans competed in a Transall 160. I was detachment 
commander and aircraft captain. In 1981, I was also Team Captain; however, the second MAFFS 
crew were selected to compete in the competition. 

 

Events included airdrops of both equipment and personnel, engine running onload/offload, assault 
take-offs and landings, maintenance inspections, aerial delivery inspections, as well as Combat 
Control exercise (forward air controllers inserted by parachute) and Security Police marksmanship 
including a tactical exercise guarding a C-130 against a group of simulated terrorists. 

 



 

Our crews for all the events were accommodated with the Canadian crew in a hotel in downtown 
Fayetteville. In conjunction with the Canadians on the second day of competition, we announced that 
we would be having drinks at our hotel that evening. The Canadians supplied the spirits we supplied 
the Aussie beer. Assuming we would get a few dozen attendees we were amazed to find 500 turned 
up including a four star and several two star generals. It turned into a great night and diplomatic 
success. 

 

Unfortunately, as for the previous year we did not win a prize but made some great friends. The 
competition ran for many more years up until 2012 with 36 Squadron winning the best foreign crew a 
couple of years later and winning the overall competition in 1989. Later competition crews were 
selected with greater consideration of the purpose specific roles of different events within the rodeo. 

 

 

Airlift Rodeo 1989 (Renamed) 
 

Following a formation flypast with the Canadian and New Zealand C130, on the return to McClellan on 
the way back to Australia, we flew through the Grand Canyon and only found out after the flight the 
minimum altitude was 1000 feet above the canyon (OOPS!) but the non-flying crew strapped 
themselves to the open ramp to enjoy the experience. 

 

Grand Canyon 

 

MAFFS Trials and Operations in Australia 

The MAFFS unit arrived at Richmond Airforce Base in September 1981 and a further two crews were 
trained in the MAFFS operations by the original crews to ready for the Victorian fire season beginning 
January 1982. Our training was conducted in the Blue Mountains operating out of Richmond.  

Training For MAAFS 
Potential bases were identified in Victoria. A limiting factor in suitable airports was the operating 
weight of the C130. To maintain the maximum 3G stress limit on the aircraft addition fuel was required 



 

in the outboard wing tanks to maintain a weight differential between the outboard and inboard fuel 
tanks. This required the aircraft to carry excess fuel and a fully retardant loaded aircraft to operate 
close to the 155,000 maximum all up weight. To provide greater aircraft manoeuvrability the external 
tanks were removed. Red dayglow strips were painted on the wings and tailplane. Three bases were 
identified in Victoria at Mangalore (central), Hamilton (west) and East Sale (east). 

 

As previously stated, flap overspeed was an ever-present threat, consequently where a steep descent 
was required the aircraft was often slowed below power off stall speed for the weight using full power 
to prevent an overspeed. Repeating our instructor, “just strap the aircraft onto your back and point 
it where it needs to go”. 

 

 

Training crews in the Blue Mountains 

 

MAFFS Operations 1982 
The rostered crew and MAFFS aircraft were kept at Richmond with an agreement with the Victorian 
Government that when high risk days were forecast the aircraft would be positioned at Mangalore or 
one of the other two bases. The Victorian Forestry fire fighting team had set up portable swimming 
pools at each base to mix the retardant. 

 

Refresher training was carried out at Mangalore for all crews in early January. Actual operational 
sorties were limited to small fires north of Mangalore which enabled us to use triangulation of the fire 
with three drops on the one sortie. Several other fires were attended north of Mangalore and to the 
east out of East Sale at Cann River. A training sortie from Hamilton required the aircraft to be backed 
into the underrun to provide sufficient length on a very hot day which left tyre ruts in the runway. 

 

However, an important lesson was learned about the communication links between the aircraft, the 
ground and the lead aircraft which was a hired twin from a local Victorian charter operator.  



 

The communications from the aircraft to the ground FM radio was solved by one of our innovative 
flight engineers who connected a co-axial cable from our portable FM radio to our HF aerial - much to 
our Squadron engineering manager’s chagrin.  

 

It was also determined that a specialist Forestry Fire Officer would operate from the MAFFS aircraft.  

 

MAFFS Recalled for 1983 
A growing belief the 1983 fire season would be extreme risk, the Federal and Victorian Governments 
agreed to continue the trial. This belief became prophetic as the fire season in 1983 proved to be one 
of the worst in Australia’s history. The MAFFS unit returned in January 1983 with recurrency training 
and training of additional crews conducted in January and early February. 

 

On the 16 February, Ash Wednesday, fires broke out in the Dandenong Mountains and Mt Macedon 
and tragically took the lives of 47 people including a number of fire fighters. In South Australia 28 
people died in similar tragic fires fanned by strong winds.  

 

The MAFFS aircraft operating out of Mangalore dropped retardant on fires in the Dandenongs and Mt 
Macedon. On one run on Macedon following release of a load behind a line of threatened houses, we 
narrowly missed colliding with a police helicopter. Flying 100 feet above the trees in often turbulent, 
low visual conditions and avoiding flying embers added significant risk to the operations.  

 

 

Fire Retardant drop on Mt Macedon 

 
Further serious fires occurred in March in the Cann River region in eastern Victoria. In all the MAFFS 
operations conducted 93 sorties during February and March. 

 

The Wash Up  
The operations suffered from several issues. The pumps to replenish the system with retardant from 
the portable mixing pools were not strong enough, significantly increasing the turnaround times. The 
transit times from the airfields to the fires meant the concentration of effort was not sustained with one 
aircraft unlike the training in Boise where stacks of five or more aircraft provided saturation coverage 
and allowed for transit to and from base and refuelling. 

Although the aircraft were washed each day, severe corrosion in the tail was found later during a 
major servicing. 



 

The Operational Risks 
The flying was extremely challenging and intense. A decision was made early on restricting crew duty 
to 7 hours resulting in two crews being required each day. Sadly, the risks associated with these 
operations were manifest in the tragic loss of a leased C130 aircraft fire tanker and four aircrew near 
Cooma in January 2020. 

 

By retired RAAF Wing Commander and Squadron Leader Bill Mattes 
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Regulatory wrap-up October 2021 

Have you missed the following updates published on our website last month? 

 

Announcements 

  

Step-by-step guide to transition 

  

We've developed a step-by-step guide to help you transition to the flight operations rules. 

As long as you follow the steps, your air operator certificate (AOC) will transition 

automatically on 2 December. This will allow you to continue to conduct the operations 

authorised under your current AOC. We'll be relying on routine audits and risk-based 

surveillance activity as part of a measured approach to support full transition after 2 

December 2021. 

  

Suggested text for manuals 

 

An important step in our transition guide is to review the new suggested manual text in 

our key operational changes guides. There's a guide to all 6 general flying rules and 

commercial operations - Civil Aviation Safety Regulations (CASR) Parts 91, 119, 121, 

133, 135 and 138. The suggested manual text will be of particular use to smaller 

operators to prepare an interim manual and does not require specialised manual writing 

https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e6baff330Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e7100e486Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e73cf4262Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e6e46c881Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html


 

 

expertise. 

  

Seat break decided 

 

We're providing an exemption to allow single pilot operations in aeroplanes with a 

maximum operational passenger seat configuration (MOPSC) of more than 9 and less 

than 14. This is the 'seat break' between Parts 135 and 121. The exemption is for 121 

operators who will need to comply with 135 plus extra safety conditions. Details in our 

information sheet.  

  

Changes in the 2 December AIP 

  

You'll see some changes in the 2 December 2021 Aeronautical Information Publication. 

These are to align regulatory references and terminology with the new flight operations 

rules. For instance, the term air transport will replace the terms regular public transport 

and charter. Given the number of changes, we recommend you visit the online 

version and familiarise yourself with what is different. Additional amendments may be 

necessary, and these changes will be made by AIP Supplement (AIP SUP). 

   

 
 

  

  

  

 

Upcoming events 

Register on the events page of the CASA website.  

 

Flight operations rules information sessions 

  

Join our live information sessions on how to transition to the upcoming flight operations 

rules. This is your chance to ask questions about what you need to do by 2 December. 

The 60-90-minute sessions will show you where to find the information you need and how 

to use it.  

  

Get an update on the proposed GA maintenance rules 

 

Come along to an Engineering AvSafety Seminar this November for an update on the 

proposed GA maintenance rules. There will be a special session after the AvSafety 

presentation (Human Factors - Error Management) where you can learn about what the 

https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e76ca2609Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e7a0b6056Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e7a0b6056Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e7d783209Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html


 

 

proposed rules mean for you and ask questions.  

  

Transitioning to the new aerodrome rules for former registered 

aerodromes 

 

We're hosting a webinar on 17 November to discuss a range of topics from grandfathering 

to preparing your aerodrome manual. There will be time for questions at the end of the 

session. This session is designed for formerly registered aerodromes who have a 

transition date of 13 May 2022.  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

Consultations 

Updating pilot competencies for new flight operations rules 

  

Consultation has opened on Schedule 3 of the Part 61 Manual of Standards to support 

implementation of the new flight operations rules. The proposed changes are expected to 

have minimal impact on examination requirements for flight crew licensing. Consultation 

closes on 15 November. 

  

Have your say on Part 66 MOS amendments 

 

We're proposing to make miscellaneous amendments and add new aircraft types to the 

Part 66 Manual of Standards. Provide your comments by 17 November 2021. 

  

Proposed discrete frequency for Ballina and new frequency for 

Lismore, Casino and Evans Head 

 

The Office of Airspace Regulation has identified that frequency congestion around 

Ballina, Lismore, Casino and Evans Head aerodromes could be reduced through the 

allocation of a separate Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (CTAF) for Lismore and 

Casino and allocating Evans Head to the Multicom 126.7Mhz. Provide your feedback on 

this consultation before 26 November.   

  

Draft AC 21-32 v1.0 - Approval of equipment used for human 

external cargo operations 

https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e8088e452Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e8088e452Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e835a6073Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e86481597Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html


 

 

 

Consultation closed 20 October. Thanks for your feedback. We are now reviewing 

responses. 

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 

Projects 

Proposal to include NVIS operations for fixed wing aircraft in Part 

135 of CASR (Project OS 22/01) 

  

Project approved and details are available on our website. 

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

Guidance material 

Advisory circulars 

The following advisory circulars were published in October:  

• AC 1-03 v3.0 - Transitioning to the flight operations regulations 

• AC 91-02 v1.0 - Guidelines for aeroplanes with MTOW not exceeding 5700 kg - 

suitable places to take off and land 

• AC 91-05 v1.0 - Performance-based navigation 

• AC 91-06 v1.1 - Performance-based communication and surveillance (PBCS) 

• AC 91-10 v1.0 - Operations in the vicinity of non-controlled aerodromes 

• AC 91-14 v1.0 - Pilots' responsibility for collision avoidance     

• AC 91-17 v1.0 - Electronic flight bags 

• AC 91-29 v1.0 - Guidelines for helicopters - suitable places to take-off and land 

• AC 119-04 v1.0 - Flight data analysis programmes (FDAP) for air transport 

operations 

• Multi-Part AC 119-07 and AC 138-03 v2.2 - Management of change for aviation 

organisations  

o Annex A to Multi-Part AC 119-07 and 138-03 v2.2  

o Annex B to Multi-Part AC 119-07 and 138-03 v2.2 

Acceptable Means of Compliance and Guidance Material 

https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e892de110Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e8c4d3862Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html
https://updates.communication.casa.gov.au/link/id/zzzz618af94e8f65f082Pzzzz5f2e7689169ab583/page.html


 

 

 

The following Acceptable Means of Compliance and Guidance Material were published 

during October:  

• AMC/GM Part 66 v7.1 - Continuing Airworthiness - Aircraft Engineer Licences and 

Ratings 

• AMC/GM Part 91 v2.0 - General operating and flight rules 

• AMC/GM Part 131 v1.0 - Balloons and hot air airships     

• AMC/GM Part 133 v2.0 - Australian air transport operations - rotorcraft 

• AMC/GM Part 138 v2.0 - Aerial work operations 

Cabin Safety Bulletin 

  

The following Cabin Safety Bulletin was published in October: 

• Cabin safety bulletin 25 Emergency evacuation and occupant survivability 

 

Got a question? Complete our Regulatory guidance enquiry form. 
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RQAC Patches for sale 
 

Doug McEwan very generously donated some patches to the 
club to sell to members which they can place on their flight 
jackets or flying suits. I have attached a photo of the patches 
for you to place in the next edition of joystick jottings. They are 
for sale at $15 each as that is what it cost Doug to have them 
done. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 



 

 

 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 


